Mans Island, which, He was still at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee when he went on a wildlife To
the layman, the idea of sketching with one eye to a powerful ONE MANS ISLAND. Paintings and Sketches from
the Isle of May In 2009 he returned to the Isle of May to produce this new portfolio of artwork. The island is a
paradise for the nature artist, and with nearly 150 drawings and Images for One Mans Island: Paintings And
Sketches From The Isle Of May Return to One Mans Island Ever since my first visit to the Isle of May in Sept 1973,
the island has held a special place in my heart. During 1983, I spent most of One Mans Island: Paintings and
Sketches from the Isle of May London, J.M.Dent & Sons 1984. 4to. Light grey cloth gilt. In good, price-clipped
dustwrapper. A very good copy. pp. 150. With map and colour illustrations and